
Awarded Grants - Details

A. Awarded grants - administered through Faculty of Science

Project ID Investigator(s) Summary Funding Awarded School
DP220100245 Professor Bob Wong Endocrine disruption in wildlife: a sexual selection perspective . The Project aims to uncover how

environmental pollution by hormone-mimicking chemicals affects wildlife behaviour, reproductive
performance, and offspring viability. Through an integrative approach that combines multigenerational
laboratory studies with an experimental evolution perspective, the Project expects to yield important
insights into the pervasive influence of chemical contaminants on biological systems, and the capacity
for animals to adapt to environments degraded by human activity. Findings will enable predictions of
the ecological and evolutionary consequences of anthropogenic change, and contribute new
knowledge relevant to the management of Australia’s biodiversity and the security of its sensitive
freshwater resources.

$465,646.00 Biological Sciences

DP220102362 Dr Kathryn Hodgins; Dr
Alexandre Fournier-Level;
Dr Michael Martin; Dr John
Stinchcombe

Predicting adaptation and range expansion under climate change. This project investigates the
repeatability and thereby the predictability of adaptation to climate change by leveraging 1000
genomes sampled over 150 years and multiple climatic gradients in the rapidly adapting, globally
invasive, and highly allergenic ragweed. We expect to deepen our understanding of the genetic basis
of adaptation and decipher the circumstances under which adaptive genetic change is repeatable, by
integrating a novel evolutionary model with genomic data. We will develop the capacity to predict
species’ distributions and trait evolution under climate change using a powerful empirical dataset. This
will provide us with the capacity to anticipate and manage the effects of climate change on noxious and
threatened species.

$486,315.00 Biological Sciences

DP220102958 Professor Carla Sgro;
Professor Ary Hoffmann;
Dr Andrew Weeks

Genomic vulnerability . Aims: This project aims to validate genomic predictions of species’ vulnerability
to climate change. Significance: Species are already responding to climate change, and many face
high predicted rates of extinction. Some species will be able to avoid extinction via evolutionary
adaptation. Yet we currently lack the ability to accurately predict which species do and do not have the
capacity to adapt and avoid extinction. Expected outcomes: Expected outcomes of this project include
enhanced ability to predict species’ vulnerability to ongoing climate change. Benefits: This project
should significantly improve our capacity to manage threatened and keystone species by identifying
those that will require targeted conservation management

$573,144.00 Biological Sciences

DP220103023 Professor Dustin
Marshall

How does temperature affect complex life histories? A Cost Theory approach. This proposal seeks to
understand how temperature affects the relative costs of early life history stages, from development,
through to energy independence for a diverse array of taxa, from seaweeds, to plants to vertebrates.
The proposed research seeks to test the predictions of a new framework, Developmental Cost Theory,
and extend this theory to include germination (for plants) and metamorphosis for animals. The
anticipated goals are to provide clear predictions regarding which species are likely to thrive or suffer
under continued global warming, and a valuable framework for understanding how temperature shapes
the life histories of organisms, including those that are important from an ecological or agricultural
perspective.

$526,000.00 Biological Sciences

DP220103421 Professor Craig White Manipulative tests of metabolic theory. This project aims to take a new interdisciplinary approach to
understanding how energy flows through individuals, populations, communities, and ecosystems. The
project expects to develop a new framework for understanding the function of biological systems,

$480,000.00 Biological Sciences
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bringing together the fields of physiology, ecology, and evolutionary biology, generating research
publications, and training students in interdisciplinary research. The proposed research is anticipated to
provide a means for understanding how management interventions can alter energy flows in biological
systems, bringing benefits across the areas of climate change adaptation, conservation science,
agriculture and aquaculture, and fisheries management.

DP220103444 Dr Travis Johnson; Dr
Ruby Law

The control of cell signalling by membrane remodelling. Cells secrete signalling molecules called
growth factors to drive critical developmental processes such as growth, differentiation and death. This
project aims to understand a new mechanism that we have discovered for the control of growth factors
by a protein family evolved to damage cell membranes. This is highly novel since the usual role of
these proteins is to kill pathogens targeted by the immune system. By coupling innovative genetics,
high-resolution imaging, and advanced biochemical analyses, this project intends to provide key
molecular insights into how cell signalling can be regulated during animal development. We anticipate
that this will impact our general understanding of membrane biology and its influence on cell signalling.

$464,000.00 Biological Sciences

DP220103548 Dr Michael McDonald Adaptation by DNA download: Experimental evolution of a pangenome. This project aims to
understand how microbes adapt when they can directly “download" new genes from their surrounding
environment, or from other types of bacteria. Specifically, the proposed research will carry out the
largest-scale measurements of the fitness effects of horizontally transferred genetic variation, to
discover how each of these genes interacts with the environment, and with other genes. This project is
expected to generate new knowledge in the fields of microbial evolution and microbiome science. The
benefits of this cutting-edge research will be to strengthen Australia’s research capacity in these rapidly
developing fields and to train a new generation of interdisciplinary scientists.

$355,321.00 Biological Sciences

DP220103553 Professor Craig White A new model for animal growth. This project aims to test and further develop a new theory for how
animals grow. The new growth theory brings together the fields of physiology, ecology, and evolutionary
biology, generating research publications, and training students. The proposed research is anticipated
to provide a fundamentally new means for understanding how animals divide energy among growth
and reproduction, paving the way for organismal allocation to these processes to be optimised by
selective breeding or genetic manipulation, yielding potential benefits for aquaculture (enhanced
growth) or re-introduction (enhanced reproduction).

$659,354.00 Biological Sciences

DP220100316 Associate Professor Jie
Zhang; Professor Paul
Webley; Dr Ian McPherson

Medium temperature electrolysis for low-cost carbon dioxide utilization. Carbon dioxide is a notorious
greenhouse gas. Its capture, and subsequent storage or utilization, is a major focus not only for
researchers, but also for governments trying to meet their obligations of the Paris Agreement on
climate change and for industries managing their legal and social responsibilities. This project aims to
develop commercially viable medium temperature electrolysers to convert carbon dioxide into value
added chemicals using electricity from renewable sources. New design principles will be developed to
generate highly active and selective catalysts with long-term stability. These electrolyzers will be
integrated with carbon capture technologies to directly utilize captured carbon dioxide with high energy
efficiency.

$481,000.00 Chemistry

DP220103632 Professor Philip
Andrews; Professor
Andrew Dove; Professor
Richard Ferrero; Professor
Laurence Meagher

Combating Antimicrobial Resistance with Bismuth, Gallium and Indium. This research project focuses
on the design, development, and application of new bismuth, gallium and indium compounds as
antimicrobial agents. These metals act as iron mimics in vivo and can exert antimicrobial activity while
displaying low systemic toxicity in humans. The project aims to exploit this, and the inability of microbes
to easily develop resistance towards metals, to combat bacteria for which modern drugs are rapidly
becoming ineffective, as highlighted in the WHO and US Centre for Disease Control list of critical and
priority pathogens. The intended outcome is that efficacy will be driven through advances in synthetic
and structural chemistry, discovering the mode of action, and creating anti-infective coatings and
hydrogels.

$635,000.00 Chemistry

DP220100500 Professor Joel Brugger;
Dr Rahul Ram; Dr Yang

In the Driver's seat: role of trace elements in enabling crustal fluid flow. This proposal aims to
systematically investigate the role of trace elements in controlling the kinetics, product composition,

$472,000.00 Earth Atmosphere
and Environment
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Liu; Dr Anja Slim
(Mathematics); Associate
Professor Fang Xia; Dr
Yanlu Xing

and feed-back between fluid flow and the reaction interface, in fluid-driven mineral reactions. This
project expects to provide a framework for the integration of activator trace elements in models of
crustal fluid flow and their application in the recovery of base, precious, and critical metals, using
interdisciplinary approaches across geochemistry, mineral engineering and material sciences.
Expected outcomes include improved prediction of the transport of metals and fluids in geo-systems.
This should provide significant benefits towards integrating the mineral value chain from exploration to
mining and metallurgy.

DP220101198 Professor Alexander
Cruden; Dr Melanie
Finch; Associate
Professor Mark Quigley;
Professor Dr Ulrich Riller

Add mountains and shake: plate boundary fault and earthquake patterns. This project aims to
determine the fundamental physical processes that link topography, seismic shaking and volcanism to
the evolution of seismogenic fault networks in obliquely convergent (transpressional) plate boundary
settings. We will combine detailed field and remote sensing-based structural analyses in
transpressional mountain belts with advanced laboratory analogue and numerical experiments to
evaluate: 1) how bursts of strong seismic shaking perturb fault zone evolution through time; 2) the
contribution of topography and gravitation loading to fault interactions and earthquake generation; and
3) feedbacks between fault network development, the spatial distribution of volcanic centres, seismic
shaking and ore deposits.

$436,000.00 Earth Atmosphere
and Environment

DP220101468 Dr Fabio Capitanio;
Professor Julie
Arblaster; Associate
Professor Dietmar
Dommenget

The impact of India-Asia tectonics on climate. This interdisciplinary project aims to determine the
controls of tectonics on global climate in the last 50 million years. A combination of tectonics,
paleogeography, climate modelling and high-performance computing will be applied to test
systematically outstanding issues in the reconstruction of the Indo-Asia region and their
landmass/seaways configurations and topography, which have bedevilled previous models of
paleoclimate evolution. The proposal expects to generate novel knowledge in the area at the boundary
between tectonics, paleoclimate modelling and present-day climate. This provides significant benefits
to the interpretation of tectonics–climate coupling as current drivers of climate evolution.

$423,961.00 Earth Atmosphere
and Environment

DP220102873 Dr Ruth Reef; Associate
Professor Edoardo Daly;
Professor Catherine
Lovelock; Assistant
Professor Ashley Matheny

A balancing act: Resolving coastal wetland water, carbon and solute fluxes. Coastal wetlands offer an
impressive capacity to regulate the Earth’s climate by altering the way carbon dioxide is extracted from
the atmosphere and stored while simultaneously influencing the water cycle, thus providing ecosystem
services such as carbon storage, abating flood waters, improving water quality and protecting the
coastline from sea level rise. This project aims to address the current gaps in understanding the critical
exchanges of water and greenhouse gases (GHGs) combining field methodologies and hydrological
models, under different climatic conditions. The intended outcomes will benefit management of GHG
emissions, coastal flooding and vulnerable groundwater dependent habitats.

$335,000.00 Earth Atmosphere
and Environment

DP220100067 Dr Julie Clutterbuck; Dr
Daniel Hauer; Dr Paul
Bryan; Professor Guofang
Wei

Optimal shapes in geometry and physics: Isoperimetry in modern analysis. This project will find the
best isoperimetric shapes in curved spaces: shapes that optimise geometric or analytic quantities, such
as the volume enclosed by a surface of a given area, or the resonant frequency of a drum of given
area. The optimal shapes lead to tools that are widely used in differential equations, geometric
analysis, statistical physics, probability theory, and quantum computing. Through this work, we will
forge connections between the geometry of curved spaces, and the physics of operators therein. The
significant benefits of this project include increasing fundamental mathematical knowledge, building
capacity in Australia’s world-class geometric analysis community, and strong links with international
partners.

$295,000.00 Mathematics

DP220100492 Professor Warwick
Tucker; Dr Andrew
Hammerlindl; Professor
Dr Lorenzo Diaz; Dr
Katsutoshi Shinohara

Computer-aided proofs for non-hyperbolic dynamics and blenders . This project aims to develop
methods to rigorously detect certain geometric structures in systems that are known to imply chaos and
are robust under perturbation. Such structures include blenders and robust heterodimensional cycles
and homoclinic tangencies. This project expects to generate new knowledge in the area of non
hyperbolic dynamics utilising a novel combination of recent developments in Dynamical Systems and
techniques from rigorous numerics. Expected outcomes of this project include an efficient computation
platform aimed at detecting and verifying chaos-inducing objects in complex dynamical systems. This

$400,000.00 Mathematics
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should provide significant benefits, such as an increased understanding of non-hyperbolic dynamical
systems.

DP220100937 Professor Jerome
Droniou; Dr Kim Ngan
Le; Professor Zdzislaw
Brzezniak; Professor Dr
Andreas Prohl

A new numerical analysis for partial differential equations with noise. This project aims to design novel
numerical methods, grounded in rigorous mathematical foundations, for partial differential equations
with stochastic source terms, such as for instance those modelling fluid flows with random
perturbations. To ensure the accuracy of numerical simulations, preserving certain quantities of
importance (mass, flux) is critical. The project's goal is to develop finite volume and high-order
numerical methods that are applicable in real-world settings, designed to achieve this preservation of
essential quantities, and mathematically proven to be robust. The expected benefits are cost-efficient
and reliable numerical tools for the scientific simulation of phenomena subjected to uncontrolled
influence.

$394,000.00 Mathematics

DP220100973 Professor Fima
Klebaner; Associate
Professor Kais Hamza;
Dr Jie Yen Fan; Professor
Andrew Barbour;
Professor Bohdan
Maslowski

New universality in stochastic systems. This project aims to uncover new analyses and effects in the
complex behaviour of non-linear systems with random noise. Many systems originate near an unstable
equilibrium. This project will develop a new mathematical theory that establishes a universality in the
way the long term effect of noise expresses itself as random initial conditions in the dynamics. It will fill
gaps in Mathematics and make refinements to existing fundamental scientific laws by including random
initial conditions as predicted by our theory. This will advance our understanding of complex systems
subjected to noise and will provide significant benefits in the scientific discoveries in Biology, Ecology,
Physics and other Sciences where such systems are frequently met.

$410,000.00 Mathematics

DP220101660 Dr Anja Slim; Professor
Stefan Llewellyn Smith;
Professor Murray Rudman

The fluid dynamics of intrusions. This project aims to investigate intrusions, the primarily horizontal
flows of well-mixed fluid into density-stratified surroundings. Such flows are fundamental in the
atmosphere and oceans, but they are little understood because they are controlled by strong feedback
between the intrusion and internal waves generated in the stratified ambient. Existing studies rely on
computationally intensive simulations, analogue experiments or ad-hoc models of limited applicability.
This project expects to develop and validate a new, broadly applicable and rigorous mathematical
model for such flows. Expected benefits include improved volcanic ash dispersal modelling and
improved understanding of climate-critical oceanic and atmospheric flows.

$287,000.00 Mathematics

DP220102212 Associate Professor
Daniel Horsley

The Zarankiewicz problem through linear hypergraphs and designs. The Zarankiewicz problem is a
famous open problem with deep connections to many different areas of mathematics. Despite
continued attention from some of the world's most celebrated mathematicians, it has remained
unsolved for over 70 years. This project aims to make major progress on the Zarankiewicz problem by
utilising a novel approach based in the field of combinatorial design theory. This approach will leverage
recent major breakthroughs in design theory concerning edge decompositions of dense hypergraphs.

$325,000.00 Mathematics

DP220103074 Professor Nicholas
Wormald; Dr Anita
Liebenau

Enumeration and random generation of contingency tables with given margins. This project aims to find
algorithms to construct random tables of numbers having given totals across the rows and down the
columns. The aim is also to study properties of such tables. A significant aspect of the project is that it
is expected to cover scenarios where all existing methods fail, by deploying recently developed
powerful techniques used for random networks in combinatorics. Expected outcomes of this project
include the development of efficient algorithms that can be used in statistics for identifying relationships
between variables in large data sets. This would help bring Australia to the forefront of research in an
area that is significant both in data analysis and in discrete mathematics.

$322,000.00 Mathematics

DP220103106 Dr Ivan Guo; Dr Zhou
Zhou; Dr Anna Aksamit; Dr
Kihun Nam; Professor
Marek Rutkowski

Can green investors drive the transition to a low emissions economy? The project aims to develop a
game-theoretical approach to model the impact of climate change on financial markets by studying the
interactions between the government, companies and investors. Expected outcomes include novel
solution concepts for stochastic games with heterogeneous beliefs, asymmetric information, and model
uncertainty, as well as optimal investment and production strategies under climate driven economic
transitions. Results will be used to validate and improve the recently launched Australian based climate

$390,000.00 Mathematics
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transition index. The project should yield significant benefits for the financial industry and investors by
providing novel insights into financial risks during the transition to a low emissions economy.

DP220103160 Professor Santiago
Badia; Associate
Professor Ricardo Ruiz
Baier; Professor
Kent-Andre Mardal;
Professor Blanca
Rodriguez Lopez

Towards predictive 4D computational models for the heart. This project aims to develop novel
high-performance numerical algorithms for multiscale and multiphysics PDEs with dynamic interfaces,
the development and analysis of a novel PDE system modelling the electromechanics of heart and
torso, and the combination of these numerical techniques and models to deliver predictive tools for
patient-specific simulations of the cardiac function. It involves the design and mathematical analysis of
space-time variational discretisations on embedded meshes, 4D computational geometry algorithms for
numerical integration and multilevel solvers. By combining scientific computing and machine learning,
one anticipated outcome of this research is a new generation of nonlinear PDE approximations and
solvers.

$396,000.00 Mathematics

DP220103439 Professor Philip Hall;
Professor Hugh Blackburn;
Professor Spencer
Sherwin; Professor
Beverley McKeon

A Novel Approach To Flow Control By Topography. The project will resolve important questions
concerning the influence of boundary topography on transition to turbulence and on the exact coherent
structures forming the backbone of turbulence. The canonical topography known from previous work by
one of the investigators is a wavy wall and, as well as resolving important issues in flow physics, the
research is relevant to many flows of importance such roughness induced transition on aircraft wings,
flows in heat transfer/mixing devices, blood flow and the influence of topography on the atmospheric
boundary layer. Expected outcomes are an understanding of the interplay between transitional and
turbulent flows with wall topography together with strategies to enhance mixing and drag reduction.

$405,000.00 Mathematics

DP220103512 Professor Peter Skands Tackling the computational bottleneck in precision particle physics. This project aims to deliver a
breakthrough technique in theoretical-computational particle physics, with significant potential for
high-precision applications. The project targets some of the most advanced and resource-intensive
calculations in particle physics, which are widely used but currently limited by extremely high
computational resource requirements. This project expects to develop a novel approach that will vastly
reduce the computational complexity while at the same time improving their accuracy relative to the
current global state of the art. Expected outcomes include the new methodology itself as well as a
full-fledged and open-access simulation code based on it, which should be highly efficient.

$386,000.00 Physics and
Astronomy

DP220103767 Dr Christophe Pinte;
Professor Daniel Price;
Professor Matthew Bate;
Dr Richard Teague

Mapping the physics of planet formation. The 2019 Nobel prize in Physics was awarded for the
discovery of the first extra-solar planet around a Sun-like star. But we do not know how these planets,
or those in our solar system, formed. In the last two years our group at Monash pioneered a new
technique for detecting `baby' planets --- observed still embedded in the disc of gas and dust from
which they are born. The aim is to grow this new field of protoplanet detection and characterisation.
The project aims to capture images of these planets, and to provide 3D modelling of the environment in
which they form. The project will develop state of the art computer algorithms for simulating fluid flow
that can be applied to problems here on Earth.

$300,000.00 Physics and
Astronomy
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B. Awarded grants - administered through another faculty of Monash University or an external institution

As of 4/01/2022 the below are the only known successful proposals with involvement of researchers from the Faculty of Science.

Project ID Investigator(s) Summary Administrating Organisation Funding Awarded School
DP220102706 Dr Akane Uesugi;

Dr Keyne Monro;
Professor Allan Ellis

Eco-evolutionary drivers of niche dynamics in invasive weeds. The project
aims to understand how and why invasive species become invasive. Many
exotic species are known to expand their ecological niches in their novel
range, exploiting habitats that ancestral populations never used. Using a
unique approach that combines field transplant and quantitative genetics
experiments, this study will identify the drivers of niche expansion in
invasive Australian capeweed, and predict if the invasive populations are
likely to further expand their niches. By delivering key insights into
mechanisms of adaptive evolution in invasive species, this research should
benefit efforts to effectively limit the spread of invasive plants that threaten
the native environment.

RMIT University $291,000.00 Biological Sciences

DP220102622 Professor Adam
Lee; Professor
Karen Wilson;
Professor Suresh
Bhargava; Dr
Muxina Konarova;
Associate Professor
Simon Smart; Dr
Sara Kyne;
Professor George
Huber; Professor
Xian Jun Loh

Advanced chemical recycling of mixed plastics for monomer recovery. This
project aims to develop innovative catalytic routes to the chemical recycling
of mixed plastics for recovery of their molecular building blocks. Plastic
pollution poses a significant threat to the Australian ecosystem. Efficient
recycling technologies are urgently needed as Australia only recycles ~4%
of its 3.4 million tons of mixed waste plastics. This project expects to
design highly efficient catalysts for the stepwise breakdown of mixed
polyolefin plastics into monomers for the subsequent manufacturing of
virgin plastics in a circular economy, and to elucidate fundamental
underpinning reaction mechanisms. Outcomes will stimulate the Australian
waste plastic recycling industry, and minimise plastic accumulation in the
environment.

RMIT University $430,000.00 Chemistry

DP220103833 Professor Ana
Deletic; Associate
Professor David
McCarthy; Dr
Kefeng Zhang; Dr
Veljko Prodanovic;
Professor Perran
Cook; Professor
Ashantha
Goonetilleke

Passive biofiltration processes for nitrogen removal from polluted waters.
Traditional urban wastewater treatment is energy and resource demanding.
By combining principles of Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD) with
advanced pollutant removal processes, we will create necessary
knowledge to underpin development of novel sustainable urban water
treatment systems. This project aims to understand and utilise
Simultaneous Nitrification, Anammox and Denitrification (SNAD) processes
within passive plant-soil-based biofilters for cost-effective removal of
nitrogen from a range of polluted urban water sources. The project will
open a potential for a new technological advancements in urban water
management, while simultaneously providing benefits to the environment
and community through greening and waterway protection.

Queensland University of
Technology

$450,000.00 Chemistry

DP220101610 Professor
Christopher Blake;
Dr Paul Lasky

Precision cosmic expansion in the era of gravitational-wave astronomy.
The disagreement in the size of the cosmic expansion rate, between
measurements from local galaxy indicators and predictions from the early
Universe, is a crisis for cosmology. This Project aims to resolve this
situation using recent scientific breakthroughs in both observations and
theory. We will optimise expansion measurements from the standard sirens

Swinburne University of
Technology

$450,000.00 Physics and
Astronomy
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discovered by gravitational-wave astronomy by accurate modelling of the
cosmic velocity field which limits this analysis. And we will use recent
breakthoughs in numerical general relativity to explore the influence of
space-time curvature variations on these measurements. We will hence
improve our understanding of the most important parameter describing the
Universe, and its physics.

DP220101793 Associate Professor
Alexei Gilchrist; Dr
Kavan Modi

Quantum measurement as a resource. Advanced quantum computers will
use modular measurements significantly enhancing their capabilities.
However, due to the noisy environment, the measurements may have
nontrivial effects on the computation. Making best use of realistic (hence
imperfect) measurements is a challenging problem that hinders the
development of these technologies. This project, using modern tools of
resource theory, aims to design optimal realistic measurement procedures
for near-term noisy quantum devices. The expected outcomes of the
project are refined methods to optimise quantum measurements in today's
rudimentary quantum machines. This will provide a significant benefit to the
Australian community, advancing the development of disruptive quantum
technologies.

Macquarie University $270,000.00 Physics and
Astronomy
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